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ABSTRACT 
Let r(G) denote the rank of the adjacency matrix of a graph G. When a vertex 
and its incident edges are deleted from G, the rank of the resultant graph cannot 
exceed r(G) and can decrease by at most 2. The problem of determining the exact 
effect of adding a single vertex to a graph is more difficult, since the number of edges 
that can be added with this vertex is variable. The rank of the new graph cannot 
decrease and it can increase by at most 2. We obtain results examining several cases of 
vertex addition. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
NOTATION 
The following notation will be used extensively in this paper: 
G = an undirected graph with no loops or multiple edges, 
A(G) = the adjacency matrix of G, 
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G-  {v 1 ..... v k} = 
G~uv = 
r (G)  = the rank of G, which equals the rank of A(G), 
N(u)  = the open neighborhood of u, which is equal to the set of 
vertices adjacent to u, 
G - v = the graph obtained by deleting vertex v and all edges 
incident o v, 
the graph obtained by deleting vertices v l ..... v k and all 
edges incident o them, 
the graph obtained by adding vertex v and only the edge 
between u and v, where u is a vertex in G, 
G ~x v = the graph obtained by adding vertex v and all edges to 
vertices in G indicated by l's in the 0-1 vector x, 
i l l (G)  = the edge independence number of G, i.e., the maximum 
number of mutually nonadjacent edges in a graph G (two 
edges are called adjacent if they have a vertex in 
common), 
rs(A) = the range space of a matrix A. 
0. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Recently, extensive research as been published in the area of graphs and 
their spectra. Of particular interest is the number of zero eigenvalues, which 
has applications in physics, chemistry, and other fields [3, 6]. In this paper, we 
examine the effect of adding a single vertex to a graph on the geometric 
multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue. In Section i we develop a general rule for 
the computation of the rank of a graph that has had one vertex added to it, 
and an arbitrary number of edges from that vertex. This result is based on the 
relationship between the neighborhood vector x and the range space of the 
adjacency matrix A(G), and is not graph-specific. In Sections 2 and 3 we 
establish exact results for certain classes of graphs. In this section we present 
known results and easily established observations involving the rank of a 
graph. 
We begin by considering the following bounds for r (G - v), which can 
be easily derived. A(G - v)  is a submatrix of A(G); thus r(G - v)  <~ r(G). 
Also, if we let A = A(G), B be the adjacency matrix of G - v with a row 
and a column of zeros added for v, and C = A - B, then C is a matrix with 
nonzero entries in at most one row and one column. Hence, r (C)  <<. 2, and 
r (G)  = r (A)  = r (B  + C)  <<. r (B )  + r (C)  <<. r (G  - v)  + 2. 
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OBSERVATION 1. For any graph G and any vertex v in G, r(G) - 2 <~ 
• r (G  - v )  <~ r (G) .  
The following is a direct consequence of Observation 1. 
OBSERVATION 2. For any graph G, if we add a vertex v to G with the 
adjacencies indicated by a vector ot then r(G) <~ r(G ~ v) <~ r(G) + 2. 
The following results (Facts 1, 2, 3 and 4) can be found in Cvetkovic, 
Doob, and Sachs [4]: 
FACT 1. The rank of complete graph is given by r (K , )  = n. 
FACT 2. The rank of a cycle of length n is given by 
r (Cn)={nn -2  if n = 0m°d4,  
if n ~ 0mod4.  
FACT 3. The rank of a path on n vertices is given by 
n if n is even, 
r(Pn) = - 1 i fn isodd.  
FACT 4. The rank of any tree is twice the maximum number of mutually 
nonadjacent edges; i. e. r(T) = 2/31(T). 
The corona of two graphs, denoted G 1 o G z, is the graph obtained by 
taking one copy of G 1 (which has n vertices) and n copies of G 2, and then 
joining the ith vertex in G 1 to every vertex in the ith copy of G 2. Hence, the 
corona of a graph with Kl, G o K 1 (see Figure 1), is the graph obtained by 
adding n new vertices, each adjacent o one vertex in the graph G. In this 
case the adjacency matrix for G o K 1 is 
[O n I. ] 
A( G o K1) = In A( G) ' 
which can easily be seen to have full rank. 
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FIG. 1. 
OBSEaVATION 3. I f  G is a graph with n vertices, then r(G o K1) = 2n. 
Now we present wo theorems involving vertex deletion. The first theo- 
rem involves deleting a vertex whose row is identical to another ow in the 
matrix. The second theorem describes what happens to the rank when a 
vertex of degree one and the vertex adjacent o it are both deleted from a 
graph. These results were first obtained for bipartite graphs by Cvetkovic and 
Gutman [3]. 
THEOaEM 1 (Ellingham [5]). I f  there exists a vertex v :b u such that 
N(v )  = N(u),  then r (G - u) = r(G). 
THEOREM 2 (Bevis and Hall [2]). For any vertex v where deg(v) = 1 
and N(v)  = {u}, one has r(G - {u, v}) = r (G)  - 2. 
The following results are corollaries to Theorem 2 and easily established: 
COrtOLLAaY 1. r (G ~, v) = r (G - u) + 2. (See Figure 2.) 
COROLLARY 2. r((G ex u) eu v) = r (G)  + 2. (See Figure 3.) 
FIG. 2. Geu v. 
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V 
FIG. 3. (G ~x u)~u v. 
1. ADDING ONE VERTEX AND ANY NUMBER OF EDGES 
TO A GRAPH 
On adding a vertex and some edges to a graph, the rank can remain 
unchanged, increase by one, or increase by two. In this section we present a 
theorem that allows the computation of the rank of  an arbitrary graph that 
has one vertex added to it and an arbitrary number of edges from that vertex. 
To facilitate its presentation we introduce some notation. 
Recall that G ~ v is the graph obtained from G by adding vertex v and 
edges to vertices in G indicated by l 's in the 0-1 vector x. Hence, in G ~ v, 
N(v)  = {v i I xi = 1}, and we define x to be the neighborhood vector of G. 
Hence if A = A(G), then 
if v is put last in the vertex ordering. Note that if x = e~ = (0 . . . . .  0, 
1,0 . . . . .  0) T, then G~x v =G~v,  v, and if x= 1=(1 ,1  . . . . .  1) T, then 
G(~ x v =G(91  v. 
THEOREM 3. 
r (G ~x v) = r (G)  + 2 iff x is not a vector in rs(A(G)). 
I f  x = Ay  is in rs(A(G)), then 
a. r (G ~x v) = r (G)  + 1 iff x is not orthogonal to y, and 
b. r (G ~ v) = r (G)  iff  x is orthogonal to y. 
Proof. Let A be the adjacency matrix for a graph G, let {ci} , i = 1 . . . . .  k, 
be a basis for rs(A), and let 
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be the adjacency matrix of G * ,  
independent set of vectors and thus 
([ol I0l [101) 
forms a basis for rs(B). 
Conversely, if x = Ay ~ rs (A), then B is rank-equivalent to
and the remainder of the result follows. 
v. I f  x ~ rs(A), then {e~} t3 {x} is an 
The following result is a generalization of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Let u be a vertex of  a graph G. I f  there are vertices 
v 1 . . . .  , v k of  G not adjacent o u such that N(u)  is the disjoint union of  N(v,),  
i = 1 . . . . .  k, then r(G - u) = r(G).  
COROLLAI~Y 4. Let u be a vertex of  a graph G. I f  there are vertices vl, v 2 
of  G not adjacent o u such that N(v  1) c_C_ N(v  2) and N(u)  is the set theoretic 
difference of  N(v  1) and N(vz),  then r (G - u) = r(G). 
Proof. To prove both these results, we have x = Ay ~ rs(A) where 
A = A(G - u). We must show xTy = 0. Let J denote the set of indices of 
vertices v 1 . . . . .  v k of Corollary 3 (v 1, v 2 of Corollary 4) according to the 
ordering of the vertices of G-u  used to determine its adjacency matrix A. 
Also, let x = Ay ~ rs(A) be the vector giving the neighborhood of u, 
so that (G - u) ~xu = G. By hypothesis we can choose y so that Yi = 0 
for (G - u) ~xu = G. By hypothesis we can choose y so that Yi = 0 for 
i ~ j ,  while x i = 0 for i ~ J. Hence, xTy = 0, and the results follow from 
Theorem 3. • 
2. ADDING ONE VERTEX AND ONE EDGE TO A 
GRAPH (G ~, v) 
The preceding results are very general and describe the rank in terms of 
the relationship of the neighborhood vector x to the range space of A. Much 
more can be said about the special case of adding one vertex and only one 
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edge to specific classes of  graphs. Here we consider complete graphs, cycles, 
paths, and trees. The analysis is greatly simplif ied by Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. r (K .  ~ .  v) = n + 1. 
Proof. Since deg(v)  = 1 in K n ~.  v and N(v)  = {u}, we have K .  q)~v 
-{u ,v}  =K~_ 1. Then by Theorem 2, r (K .  ~u v )=r (K ._  1)+ 9,= 
n+l .  • 
THEOREM 5. 
( i f  n is even,  
r (C .  (~. v) = I n 
n + 1 i fn i sodd  
{ r (C . )  i f  n =2mod4,  = r (C~)  + 1 i f  n = lo r3mod4,  
r (C . )+2 if n--0mod4. 
Proof. In G = C.  ~ .  v, deg(v)  = 1, and N(v)  = {u), so r(G - {u, v}) 
= r(G) - 2. It can easily be seen that C. ¢u v - {u, v} is just P._ 1, and 
r(Pn_ 1) ---- n - 2 if n - 1 is odd and r(P._ 1) = n - 1 if n - 1 is even. 
Hence. r(C.  ~ v) = (n - 2) + 2 = n if n is even and r(C.  ~ .  v) = 
(n -  1 )+2=n + l i fn i sodd .  • 
THEOREM 6. 
r (P .  ~u v) = i 1 
+1 
i f  n is even, 
if  n is odd, and there are an odd number 
of vertices on both sides of u, 
i f  n is odd, and there are an even number 
of vertices on both sides of u 
i 
' r(  Pn) 
= r (Pn)  
~ r (P . )  + 2 
i f  n is even, 
i f  n is odd and there are an odd number 
of vertices on both sides of u, 
i f  n odd and there are an even number 
of vertices on both sides of u. 
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Proof. In Pn ¢~ v, deg (v )= 1 and N(v)={u}.  I f  u is a vertex of 
degree 1, then P, ~ ,  v is just P,+ 1, and the result holds. Otherwise, the 
removal of u and v from P~ C u v divides the graph into two disjoint paths 
that have m and n - m - 1 vertices, where 0 < m < n. I f  n is even, then 
exactly one of m and n - m - 1 is even and the other is odd. Hence, the 
ranks of the paths are either m and n - m - 2 or m - 1 and n - m - 1. In 
either case, Theorem 2 yields that the rank of the original graph is n - 2 + 
2 = n. If n is odd, then either both m and n - m - 1 are odd or both are 
even. If both are odd, then the ranks of the two pieces are m - 1 and 
n - m - 2 respectively. Thus, Theorem 2 yields that the original graph has 
rank (m - 1) + (n - m - 2) + 2 = n - 1. Similarly, if both m and n - m 
- 1 are even, then the ranks of the two pieces are m and n - m - 1, 
respectively. Thus, Theorem 2 yields that the original graph has rank 
m+(n-m-  1)+2=n + 1. • 
Note that the edge independence number of Pn is n/2  if n is even and 
(n - 1 ) /2  if n is odd. A proof  for Theorem 6 can be presented using the 
edge independence number of each of the pieces, but a similar counting 
argument is required. 
THEOREM 7. Let G = C n ~,  u, where C n = (V l ,  v 2 . . . . .  Vn, Vl). Then 
fo r j  ~ i 
r (G$~jv)= 
' r (G)  
r (G)  
r( G) + 2 
if n is odd, 
if n is even and i, j have the same parity, 
if n is even and i, j have opposite parity. 
Proof. The removal of v and vj from G ~v v results in the graph 
P , - I~ ,  u. I fn i sodd ,  then n -  l is even and r (  Pn _ l ~, u)=n-  land  
r(G) = n + 1. So Theorem 2 yields that the rank of the original graph is 
(n -  1 )+2=n + l=r (G) . I fn i seven ,  thenn-  l i soddandr (G)=n.  
I f  i and j have the same parity, then in Pn- 1 ~v, u there are an odd number  
of vertices on both sides of u. So r(P~_ 1 ~v u)= n -  2. Once again, 
Theorem 2 gives that the rank of the original grap~ is n - 2 + 2 = n = r(G). 
Similarly, if i and j have opposite parity, then there are an even number of 
vertices on both sides of u. Hence, r(P~_ 1 ~,  u) = n, and the rank of the 
original graph is n + 2 = r(G) + 2. • 
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THEOREM 8. Let G = Pn eo, u, where P. = (v 1, v z . . . . .  v.). Then for 
j :/: i 
r (G~vj v )= 
'r( G) + 2 
r(G) 
if n, j have same parity and i has 
opposite parity, 
otherwise. 
Proof. The removal of v and vj from G ~ v results in a disconnected 
graph with components Pj-1 ~v, u and Pn-j" S~ r(G ~vj v )= r(Pj_~ ~, u) 
+r(P._j) + 2. 
If n is even, then r(G) = n, 
r  l,u, li -1 2 
if j is odd, 
if j is even, i odd, 
if j ,  i are even, 
and 
n - j -  1 i f j i sodd ,  
r(Pn_j) = . _ j  i f j  is even. 
So 
r(Gevj v) 
i if j is odd, 
= + 2 if j is even, i odd, 
if j ,  i are even 
= Jr(G) +2 if n, j are even and i odd, 
r (G)  if n is even for other i, j .  
If n is odd, 
= In -  1 i f / i seven ,  r(G) 
n + 1 i f i i sodd ,  
r  l,u, li -1 
2 
if j is odd, 
if j is even, i odd, 
if j, i are even, 
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and 
Therefore 
r(P,,.j) = { :  - j  - j -1  
if j is odd, 
if j is even. 
i + 1 i f j i sodd ,  
r(Gq~oj v) = + 1 i f j i seven ,  iodd,  
- 1 if j ,  i are even 
i + 1 i f j  is odd, i even, 
= n -  1 i f j i seven ,  ieven, 
+ 1 i f j  is odd, i odd, 
1 if j is even, i odd 
= I r (G)  +2 i fn i sodd ,  jodd,  ieven, 
r (G)  if n is odd for other j ,  i. 
We conclude this section by examining the addition of a single vertex and 
edge to a tree. The following algorithm (Bevis, Domke, and Miller [1]) is 
instrumental in establishing the results in this case. 
ALGORITHM 1. 
called the root: 
Given a tree T with n vertices, choose a vertex to be 
1. Set s = 0, and label all leaves other than the root as "odd.'" If n -= 1, 
then label the root as "odd." 
2. Repeat he following until all vertices are labeled. When all children of u 
have been labeled and u has k odd children: 
2.1. if k = 0, then label u as "odd"; 
2.2. else if k > 0, then label u as "even" and set s = s + (k - 1). 
3. If the root is labeled odd, then set s = s + 1. Set rank(T) = n - s. 
THEOREM 9. Let t be a vertex of a tree T, and consider T ~t v. The 
vertex t is labeled "odd" or "'even" by Algorithm 1 applied to T with t chosen 
as the root, and 
r( T ~ t v) = j r (T )  if t is labeled "even" by Algorithm l, 
r( T ) + 2 if t is labeled "'odd" by Algorithm 1. 
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Proof. Suppose that we also apply Algorithm 1 to T a t v with v chosen 
as the root. Let s2(.) denote the value of s at the completion of step 2 of the 
algorithm, and let s(') denote the value of s at the completion of the 
algorithm. Now t and v are the last vertices labeled in Step 2 when the 
algorithm is applied to T and T a t v, respectively. We may choose t as the 
next to the last vertex treated in step 2 when applying the algorithm to 
T a t v, so that the labels and computation of s agree in both applications to 
this point. Let n be the number of vertices of T. If t is labeled "even," then 
v has k = 0 "odd" children, and is labeled "'odd," and so s2(T a t v)  = s2(T). 
Thus, s(T a t v) = s2(T a t v)  + 1 = s2(T) + 1 = s (T )  + 1, and r (T  a t v)  
=n + 1 -s (Ta  t v)=n + 1 - [s (T )+ 1] =n-s (T )=r (T ) .  If t is la- 
beled "odd," then v has k = 1 "odd" children and is labeled "even.'" Hence, 
se(T ~t v)  = s2(T) + (k - 1) = s2(T) and s(T a t v)  = s2(T a t v)  = 
s2(T) = s (T )  - 1, and r (T  a t v)  = n + 1 -  s(T a t v)  = (n + l ) - [ s (T )  
- 1] =n-s (T )+2=r(T)+2.  • 
It is important hat the vertex where the edge is added to the tree is 
chosen as the root in Algorithm 1. For example, the algorithm applied to the 
graph in Figure 4 with t as the root labels t "even." With any other vertex 
chosen as the root for the algorithm, as a leaf t would be labeled "odd." 
3. ADDING ONE VERTEX AND ALL EDGES TO A 
GRAPH(Ga xv =G[]Kt )  
The special case of adding one vertex and connecting it to all vertices in G 
also deserves special study. Results are given for regular G (including 
complete graphs and cycles), for paths, and for a particular graph built out of 
FIG. 4. 
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4-cycles. Recall that G ~1 v is the graph with n + 1 vertices obtained by 
adding a new vertex, v, to G with edges to all preexisting vertices. This is 
called the Cartesian product of G with K 1 and is commonly denoted 
G•  Kp 
THEOREM 10. I f  G is regular of degree d then r(G [] K 1) = "r(G) + 1. 
Proof. Let A be the adjacency matrix of G, and B be the adjacency 
matrix of G [] Kp Then 
B= lr  0 " 
Since 1 = A(1 /d) l  and l r (1 /d ) l  ~ 0, Theorem 3 gives the result. • 
COROLLARY 5. ( r (K ,  [] K 1) = r(K"+ l) = n + 1. 
COROLLARY 6. 
(n -  1 if n=0mod4~ =r(C , )  + 1. 
r (C" [ ]K1)= +1 if n~0mod4) 
Note that C n [] K 1 is also known as a wheel W n. 
THEOn~.M 11. I f  G is the corona of a d-regular graph on n vertices, then 
r (G)+l  if d~2,  
r (G  [] gl )  -~-  r (G)  it d = 2 
= f2n+l  if d~2,  
2n if d = 2. 
Proof. The adjacency matrix of G [] K 1 is of the form 
[0 
A-- t a (c ) "  
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Note that if 
then Ay  = x and xTy = - (d  - 2)n. Applying Theorem 3 gives the result. 
COROLLARY 7. I f  G is as given in Figure 1 (which we referred to in 
Section 0 as the corona of C,  o K1) ' then r (G [] K 1) = r (G)  = 2n. 
THEOREM 12. 
n if n =3mod4,  
r (PnrnK1)  = +1 if n~3mod4 
(~ i fn  = lmod4,  
=r (P , )  + i fn~lmod4.  
Proof. Let A = A(Pn), x = 1, and consider the system Ay = 1. I f  
n = 1 mod 4, then the system implies that both y,_ 1 = 0 and y,_  1 = 1. 
Hence, Ay  = 1 has no solution and x = 1 ~ rs(A). I f  n ~ 1 mod 4, then 
the system has a solution of the form 
yr= [a  1 1 -a  0 a 1 1 -a  0 ..- ] 
1 with a equal to 0, 1, or i according as n is congruent o 0 mod 4, 2 mod 4, or 
3 mod 4. Applying Theorem 3 obtains the result. • 
We close this section with results for a particular graph G built out of 
4-cycles. 
LEMMA 1. I f  G is as given in Figure 5, k >/2 then r (G)  = 2k. 
Proof. G has 4k edges. As seen if Figure 6(a) the i th 4-cycle has two 
vertices v i and u i where N(v  i) = N(ui).  Therefore, by Theorem 1, r (G)  = 
r(G - ui), and we may consider the graph without the "repeated" vertices, 
illustrated in Figure 6(b). Now, G-  {u 1 . . . . .  u k} is a tree, say T. So 
r (T )  = 2/31 = 2k. Hence r (G)  = r (T )  = 2k. • 
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FIG. 5. k = number of 4-cycles; number of vertices = 3k + 1. 
Wl Wl 
-.y.." 
FIG. 6. 
Note that this result can also be seen by examining the adjacency matrix. 
Label the common vertex of the graph vak+l and the vertices of the ith 
4-cycle (counterclockwise from the common vertex) v3<i_l)+l, v3(i_1)+2, 
v(i_ 1)+ 3. Since N(vz(~_ 1)+ 1) = N(v3(~-  1)+ 3 ), one can easily determine that 
columns 3(i - 1) + 1 and 3(i - 1) + 3 are identical, so that columns 3(i - 
1) + 1, 3(i - 1) + 2, i = 1 . . . . .  k, form a basis for the column space of 
adjacency matrix. Thus, the rank is 2k. Upon further examination of this 
adjacency matrix it is clear that no linear combination of the basis vectors will 
yield the vector 1. Thus, applying Theorem 3 to this situation gives us the 
following: 
THEOREM 13. I f  G is as in the previous lemma, k /> 2, then r(G [] K 1) 
= r (G)  + 2 = 2k  +2.  
We have examined several ways in which a single vertex and some positive 
number of edges can be added to a graph, and the resulting effect on the 
rank. For many special cases, results were found that predict the rank 
according to the number of vertices. In the general case of adding a vertex 
and any number of edges to an arbitrary graph G, the rank depends on the 
relationship of the neighborhood vector to the range space of A. 
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